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Marco D’Agostin is an artist active in the fields of dance and
performance.
After a disjointed education with internationally reknown masters
(Claudia Castellucci, Yasmeen Godder, Nigel Charnock, Rosemary Butcher among others),
he strengthens his skills both as performer (working for Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio,
Alessandro Sciarroni, Tebea Martin, Liz Santoro among others) and maker (his work
receives several international acknowledgements and has been touring in Europe since
2010).
His poetics is fluid, dinamic, constantly adapting.
At the moment it resonates with visions from atlases, books by M. P. Shiel, catalogues of
extinct creatures and iconographies generated by videos on Youtube.
Since 2010 Marco D’Agostin has been touring with his works in the main European and
Italian Festivals.
In 2018 he won UBU Prize as Best actor/performer under 35.

In Avalanche the two protagonist human beings are being observed by
the eye of a Cyclops, as ancient dusts preserved in a block of ice.
They’re Atlases, walking at the dawn of a new planet under the
weight of a millennial melancholy. The traces of everything that
couldn’t remain act like invisible forces over what has survived
and it’s now recalled as a rule, a collection, a list of
possibilities. The dance lives in a constant tension towards the
infinite of enumeration, desperately looking for an outcome.
Half-closed eyes, as to protect the gaze from the blinding light of
a never-seen colour, they grab the blaze of one last possibility:
a land of sand and seeds on which someone else will learn again how
to move, after the last archive will be destroyed.
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